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ABSTRACT 
The authors phrase a regular perturbat ion problem for a t ime opt imal  control  problem in 
which the optimal control ler is bang-bang. Formal  procedures for comput ing the asymptot ic  
series expansions of  the variables and then establishing the uni form validity of  these 
asymptotic series are given. The technique is based upon the idea of  introducing a nonlinear 
change of variables which freezes the switch t imes and the terminal  t ime of the perturbed 
problem, and allows for an asymptot ic  analysis in the new variables. This is necessitated by 
the fact that a perturbat ion analysis in the original variables does not,  in general, exist be- 
cause of the discont inuous nature of  the control.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years a number of authors have applied 
perturbation analysis techniques to regularly and/or 
singularly perturbed optimal control problems. (See, 
for example, the papers of O'Malley [1, 2, 3], Koko- 
tovic and Sannuti [4, 5, 6], Kokotovic and Yackel 
[7], Kelley [8], Hadlock [9], Freedman and Granoff 
[10] and Freedman and Kaplan [11, !2]). Basically, 
in such studies, one looks at a system of differential 
equations with data depending on a small parameter 
e, arising as the Euler Lagrange quation of some 
underlying optimal control problem. In the regular 
case the data depends moothly upon e, while in the 
singular case the order of the system is reduced upon 
setting e = 0. The objective of such studies is to 
develop formal procedures for determining the 
asymptotic expansions in powers of e for the state 
variables, the adjoint response (costate variables) and 
possibly for the optimal control variable, tin the 
singular case boundary layer expansions in stretched 
variables are required in addition to the usual time 
variable). Having obtained these series, one demon- 
strates that the asymptotic series found are uniform- 
ly valid expansions. 
In surveying the literature cited above one finds that 
they consider only the case in which the control is 
at an interior point of its domain for all time. In a 
realistic ontrol problem, however, the control may 
be on the boundary of its domain, and often is of 
the bang-bang type, jumping back and forth be- 
tween two boundary points. Iia this paper we treat 
a problem of this latter type. Specifically, we con- 
sider the problem of steering to the origin in min- 
imum time a particle whose trajectory is determined 
by 
= f(x, e) + cu, lu(t)l < 1, (1.1a) 
x(O) = a(e) ,  (1.1b) 
where " . "  denotes d ,  e is a small positive, real 
parameter, a c, f, x e R 2 and u is a measurable r al 
valued function. For the moment we ignore the role 
played by the costate variables. Our asymptotic anal- 
ysis will be valid in some suitably smal! neighborhood 
of the optimal solution of the system 
5¢ o =f (x  o, 0) +cu  o [Uo(t )]<_ 1, (1.2a) 
x o C O) --_ a (0). (1.2b) 
This system, obtained from (1.1) by setting e = 0, 
is known as the reduced system associated with (1.1), 
and its solution is known as the reduced solution. 
It follows from the fact that the control in equation 
(1.2a) appears linearly that the reduced control will 
be of the bang-bang type. In particular, we will 
assume that the reduced control makes precisely one 
switch. Thus it is completely determined by a knowl- 
edge of its switch time, t o, and its terminal time, T o. 
It seems reasonable (and in fact can be shown) that 
the" switch time and terminal time of the solution to 
the original problem (1.1), which we denote by t(e) 
and T(e), respectively, satisfy 
t(e) =t  o +0(e) ,  T(e) =T  o+0(e) .  
(*) Department of  Mathematics, Boston University. 
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In addition the solution x(t, e) of (1.1) also satisfies 
x ( t ,e  7 =x  o(t 7 +0(e) .  
A corresponding expansion of u (t, e) can be ruled 
out, however, because it is discontinuous in e. In 
fact, this precludes the possibility of a complete 
perturbation analysis of system (1.17 in its original 
variables. An analysis of the type just cited (of order 
0 (e)) has been carried out by Kiselev [13] for a 
regularly perturbed time optimal control system 
which is almost linear. Collins [14] has obtained 
similar results for a singular linear time optimal 
problem. (Also, see Haddad and Kokotovic [15]). 
Our aim here is to present a more detailed asymp- 
totic analysis of problem (1) than that described 
above. We do this by introducing a new "clock func- 
tion" or time scale, related to the usual time by a 
nonlinear change of variable which "freezes" the 
variable switch time and terminal time at t o and T o , 
respectively. In this new variable, the control u(t, e) 
is smooth as a function of e. This permits us to ob- 
tain asymptotic series expansions of the form 
K ek +1) ,  t(e) =t  o+ ~ t k +O(e K 
k=l  
K 
T (e )=To+ ~ Tkek+o(eK+l ) ,  
k= l  
K ek +1), x(t,e) = Xo(t ) + ~ xk(t 7 + 0(e I( 
k=l  
where the size of K is determined by the degree of 
smoothness of f. tin addition, we obtain a cor- 
responding expression for the costate variable). This 
work extends recent work of the authors for a class 
of fixed terminal time optimal control problems 
which also exhibit switching behaviour in the con- 
trol [12]. 
2. AN EXAMPLE 
Let us illustrate our idea by applying it to a specific 
optimal control problem. We consider the problem 
of steering to the origin in minimum time the traject- 
ory determined by 
k'(t) + e z2(t) = u(t), lu(t)l < 1, 
starting at the initial point 
z(0) = 1/2 + e, ~(0) = 1 + 2e. 
In system notation, if we let x(t) = z(t), y ( t )= ~(t), 
we obtain 
/c = y (2.1a7 
= -e  x 2 + u, lu(t)l <_ 1, (2.1b7 
x(0) = 1/2 + e, (2.2a) 
y(0) = 1 + e. (2.2b7 
The Hamiltonian function corresponding to the 
minimum time problem for system (2.1) is 
H(x,y,;k, v ,u ,e  7 =Xy + v( -ex  2 +u)+l ,  
from which the corresponding equations for the 
costate variables ), and v are determined. They are 
= 2exv  (2.3a) 
= - ~. (2.3b) 
It is well known that for this problem 
u(t,e) =-sgn  v (t,e) =-  v(t,  e 7 
]v(t, e) l  
(See Lee and Markus [16], for example). The costate 
variables must also satisfy the transversality condi- 
tion 
,.) 
X(t)y(t,e) +v(t )  ( -ex"(t ,e)  + u(t,e) - -1 .  
When e = 0 the problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.37 is easily 
recognized to be that of bringing to rest at the 
origin in minimum time a trolley starting at 
(z(0), ~(0)) = (1/2, 1), which moves along a 
horizontal track with negligible friction. Its solution, 
which we will denote by x o (t), 
Yo(t), Xo(t), Vo(t ), Uo(t 7 is given explicitely by 
- t2 /2+t+ 1/2, 0~<t~<2 
x°(t) = k t2 /2 -3t+9/2  , 2~<t<~3, 
~ -t + 1, o~<t~<2 Y°(t) = t -3 ,  2<~t~<3, 
Xo(t ) = 1 
v o (t) = 2 - t 
{j Uo(t ) =-sgn Vo(t ) = 1 0~<t~<2 
2~<t~<3 
Thus the minimum time for the reduced problem is 
t = 3. Now let t (e), T (e) denote the switch time 
and the terminal time, respectively, for the con- 
troller u(t, e) of the perturbed system (2.1), (2.2) 
and (2.3). 
Define 
t = h(r ,  e) _ r ( r -2 )  T (e ) -  r ( r -3 )  t(e). 
3 2 
This is simply the Lagrange interpolating polynomial 
which freezes the switch point of u (t, e) at r = 2 
and the terminal time at r = 3. 
Thus 
u(r,e) =~-1  0 ~< r~< 2, 
1 2~<z~ <3.  
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That is, if we measure time with a nonlinear clock 
which reads time in the variable r instead of t, the 
controller u (r, e) is independent of e. Next, define 
new state variables X(r, e) = x (h(r, e), e), and de- 
fwe y(r, c), A(r, e), N(r, e) similarly. Substituting 
these new variables into (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) results 
in 
dX [2r -2  T(e) 2 r -3  t(e)lY(r,e),  (2.4a) 
d'-'7" - ---- ~ 2 
d_.__Y [2 r -2  T(e) 2 r -3  t(e)] 
dr 3 2 
[-e X 2 (r, e) + U (r, e)], (2.4b) 
d___AA = [2  r -2_  T (e) 2 r -  3 
dr 3 2 
[2e X (r, e)N (r, e)], 
- -  t (e ) ]  
(2.4c) 
dN [2r -2  T(e) 2 r -3  t (e)]A(r ,e) .  (2.4d) 
dr 3 2 
Observe that X(0, e)= x (h(0,e),e)=x(0,e)=1/2 +e, 
while Y (0, e) = y (0, e) = 1 + 2 e. Thus, our original 
initial conditions are preserved in the new variable r. 
In addition, we have right boundary conditions of 
the form 
X(3, e) =x(h(3 ,  e),e) =x(T(e ) ,e )  =0,  
Y(3, e )=y(h(3 ,  e), e) = y (T (e), e) =0.  
Now let us suppose that each of the variables appear- 
ing in the transformed system possesses an asymp- 
totic series expansion in powers of e. 
Thus 
X(r,e) = X o (r) + X 1 (r) e + X 2(r) e 2 + . . . .  
T(e) =r  o +T le  +T 2e 2+ . . . .  
t(e)=t o+t  le+t  2e 2+ . . . .  
with similar expressions for Y (r, 6), A (r, e) and 
N(r, e). 
Observe that setting e = 0 in (2.4) yields (2.1) and 
(2.3), so that we must of necessity have 
x o (r) = x ° (r), Vo (r) = Yo (r), A o (r) = X o (r), 
No(r) = ~o (r), t o = 2 and T O _ 3. 
Next, let us insert the assumed series expansions in- 
to (2.4). We then differentiate the resulting equa- 
tions with respect o e, and set e = 0. This yields 
dX 1 
~r_=Y l ( r )+[2r -2  T1 2r -3  3 ~ t l ]  Y°(r)' 
dY1 _X2(7)+[2r -2  T1 2r -3  
d-~ = o 3 ~ t l ]U°( r ) '  
dA 1 
. . . . .  2 x ° (r)No(r), 
d 
dN 1 
__A l ( r ) _ [2r -2  T1 2r -3  tl]Ao(r)" 
dr  3 2 
(2.5) 
The appropriate boundary conditions for the first 
two equations in (2.5) are given by 
x 1 (0) = 1, x 1 (3) = 0 
Y1 (0) = 2, V 1 (3) = 0 (2.6) 
Since u (r, e) = sgn v (r, e), we know that we must 
have u (2, e) = 0. 
In addition, the transversality condition yields 
v 1 (3) = 1, so that 
N 1(2) = 0, N 1 (3) = 1. (2.7) 
We may now observe that system (2.5) may be solv- 
ed by quadrature. The first two equations in (2.5), 
in particular, when matched with boundary condi- 
tions (2.6), yield a pair of simultaneous linear equa- 
tions in t I and T 1. Thus, we can determine the 
coefficients in the asymptotic series expansions of 
the actual switch time and terminal time. Using these 
values, the solution X 1, Y I '  AI '  N1 'U1 is known 
completely. We may then differentiate (2.5) once 
again with respect o e and set e = 0, to determine 
the next terms in the expansions. 
The actual values computed for t 1 and T 1 for the 
problem treated here are found to be 
t 1=-7 .359 . . .  T 1=- .985 . . .  
Thus we have 
t(e) -_ 2 - 7.359 e + 0(e 2) and T(e) =3-  .985 e+0(e 2) 
and the relationship t = h (r, e) between t and r takes 
the form 
t =-e  r (r -2)( .985) +r ( r -3 ) (7 .359)+0(e  2)
3 2 
The expansions (in variable r) 
X (r, e) = X o (r) + e X 1 (r) + 0 (e2), etc., 
found as indicated above will be uniformly valid on 
0~<r~3.  
3. THE FORMAL EXPANSION 
The example of Section 2 shows that, at least for 
some time-optimal control problems, freezing the 
switch time and terminal time of the controller can 
enable us to construct an asymptotic series expan- 
sion of its solution. In this section we will formally 
derive sufficient conditions under which one may 
construct an asymptotic series expansion of the solu- 
tion to a more general system which includes the 
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previous example as a special case. In Section 4 we 
will sketch a proof which rigorously establishes the 
validity of the expansion we construct. 
Consider the system 
5¢: f (x ,e )  + cu, lu( t ) l<~l ,  (3.1a) 
x (0, e) = a (e). (3.1b) 
If we denote the terminal time for the control prob- 
lem by T (e), then our objective of steering the 
trajectory of (3.1a) and (3.1b) to the origin may be 
described by imposing the condition 
x (T (e), e) = 0 (3.1c) 
In the above a, c, f, x e R 2, e is a small, positive, real 
parameter and u is measurable and real valued. Our 
restriction to two dimensional systems is one of con- 
venience only, as it permits a neater statement of 
our "formal solvability" hypothesis; as will be appar- 
ent, the analysis can just as easily be carried out for 
higher dimensional systems. 
The Hamiltonian function corresponding to the min- 
imum time problem for (3.1a), (3.1b) is 
H (x,~,u,  6) =L{f (x ,e )  + cu)+ 1. 
The costate variable k satisfies a differential equation 
o£ the form 
~, = g (x, x, e). (3.1d) 
In particular, the function g (x, X, e) is given by 
g (x,)., e) = -k  T fx (x, e) 
where k T denotes the transpose of the column 
vector k 6 R 2, and fx denotes the 2 x 2 matrix of 
partial derivatives of f. 
From the Pontryagin minimal principle the optimal 
controller must minimize the Hamihonian. This will 
occur whenever 
u (t) = - sgn [k(t) • c] (3.1e) 
Moreover, since equation (3.1a) is autonomous, a 
necessary condition for an optimum is that the 
Hamiltonian must vanish when evaluated at T (e). 
Thus 
~(T(e)) • {£(0, e) +cu(T(e) ) )=- l .  (3.1£) 
Our analysis of system (3.1) will be valid in some 
suitably small neighborhood o£ the solution to the 
system 
~¢o = f (Xo' 0) + c u o , [u o ( t ) [~ 1, (3.2a) 
Xo(0 ) = a (0) = a o , (3.2b) 
x o (To) = 0, (3.2c) 
~o = g (Xo' ko'  0), (3.2d) 
u O ( t )  = - sgn [~'o (t) • c], (3.2e) 
;k o (To) • { f (0, 0) + c u (To) } = -1. (3.2£) 
This is the reduced system associated with the full 
problem (3.1), and its solution is known as the re- 
duced solution. Throughout the remainder o£ the 
paper we will assume that the following conditions 
hold : 
(3.3) The reduced system (3.2) possesses an optimal 
solution x o (t), h o (t), u o (t) with x o (t), k o (t) con- 
tinuous on 0 <~ t ~< T o, and u o (t) piecewise contin. 
uous on 0 ~< t ~< T O . Specifically, we will assume 
that the scalar function k o (t) • c possesses a unique 
simple root to, 0 < t o < T O , and Xo(t) • c > 0 for 
0~<t<t  o , while X o ( t ) . c<0 for t o<t~<To.  
Thus 
~-1  t 6 [0, to),  
U o (t) -I L +1 te  (to, To] , 
so that u o (t) is a switching function with precisely 
one switch point. 
(3.4) There exists 6 o > 0 and an integer K I> 1 
such that f, g are (K + 1)-times continuously differ- 
entiable with respect o x, ~, u and e for all 
0 <~ e ~< e o and (x, X, u) in a neighborhood of the 
reduced solution. 
(3.5) a(e) is (K + 1)-times continuously differ- 
entlable with respect o e, 0 ~< e ~< e o. 
We remark that hypothesis (3.3) implies that equa- 
tion (3.2e) may be replaced by the alternate condi- 
tion )~o (to)" c = 0. 
For the purposes of this section we assume that the 
full system (3.1) possesses a solution x(t, e), X(t, 6), 
u(t, e). For e sufficiently small, let t(e) and T(e) 
denote the (unique) switch point and terminal time 
of the control u (t, e), respectively. O£ course, 
t(0) = t o and T(0) = T o. We will suppose that t(6) 
and T(e) are (K + 1)-times continuously differ- 
entiable with respect o e. As was done in the 
example of Section 2, we want to introduce a non- 
linear change of variables which will freeze the 
variable switch time t (e) at t o, and the terminal 
time T(e) at T o. This change of variables is given by 
the appropriate Lagrange interpolating polynomial 
t = h(r, e) = r(r-T°)t(e) + r(r-  to) T(e). (3.6) 
to(to-T o) To(To-to) 
Then h(0, e) = 0, h(t o, e) = t(e) and h(T o, e) = T(e). 
Further, h (r, 0) = r, and for e sufficiently small, 
h (r, e) is monotonically increasing on 0 ~< r ~ T o. 
Define the new variables : 
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Xo(r) 
A ° (r) 
Uo(r) 
We may now rewrite system (3.1) in terms of the 
transformed variables r, X, A, U, taking account of 
the fact that U(r, e) is known explicitely. We have 
2~" -t  o d___X(r,e) = [ 2r -T  o t (e )+ T(e)].  
dz t o (to-To) To(To-to )
X (z, e) = ~' (h (r, e), e), 
A (r, e) = X (h (r, e), e), 
U (r, e) = u (h (r, e), e). 
Note that 
X(0, e) =x(0 ,  e) =a(e) ,  
X(T O ,e) =x(T(e) ,e )  = 0, 
while for any e > 0 
it) = ~-- 1 if 0~r~t  o U(r,e) U o 
L+ 1 if t o<r~T O . (3.7) 
We also have corresponding definitions for the new 
reduced variables, 
@ x (r, o) = x o (r),  
~f  x (r, 0) = X o (r), 
~f  u (r, 0) = u o (r).  
(f(X, e) + c U),  (3.8a) 
X(0, e) = a (e), (3.8b) 
X (T o, e) = 0, (3.8c) 
dA (r, e) = [ 2 r -T  O 2 r -  t o 
t (e )  + T (e) ]  
dr to(t ° -To) To(T ° _to ) 
g (x ,  A,  e) (3.8d) 
together with the auxiliary conditions 
A (t o, e) • c = 0 (3.8e) 
A(To) • {f(0, e) + c )= -1 (3.8f) 
Theorem 4.1 shall rigorously establish the existence 
of a solution X(r, e), A (r, e) together with a switch 
time t (e) and terminal time T (e) satisfying system 
(3,8), for e sufficiently small. This solution will con- 
verge uniformly to x o (r), ~'o ("r) as e -. 0 +, while 
t(e) ~ to and T (e) -, T o . For now, however, we 
proceed formally. 
Assume that a solution X(r, e), A(r, e), t(e) and 
T(e) of (3.8) exists, and that X, A, t and T are each 
(K + 1)-times continuously differentiable with re- 
spect o e. Write 
K 
X(r ,e)=x o(r )+ I; X k(r) e k+0(e  K +1), 
k = 1 (3.9a) 
K 
A( r ,e )=Xo( r  )+  E Ak(r )e  k+0(e  K+I )  
k=l  (3.9b) 
K 
t(e) =t  o + ~ t k e k+0(e  K +1) ,  (3.9c) 
k=l  
K 
Z T k e k + 0(e K +1) (3.9d) T(e) = TO +k=l  
where the 0 (e K + 1) holds uniformly in (3.9a) and 
(3.9b). Next, substitute series (3.9) into system (3.8). 
Recalling smoothness hypothesis (3.4), the resulting 
equations may be differentiated k-times with respect 
toe ,  for l~k~K.  Upon set t inge=0 we obtain 
dX k 
dr  
. 2 r -T  2r - t _  _ 
- -  ( r )  = fx (~') Xk 0") + [-- O _ t k to(to-To) +ro(r l 
x { f (Xo ,  0) + c Uo)  + pk (r), (3.10a) 
X k (0) = ak, (3.10b) 
(3.10c) x k (T o) = 0 ,  
dA k 
d--~--- (r) = gx (r) X k (r) + gA (r) A k (r) 
2 r -T  2r - t  
+[  o tk + Oto) Tk ] to ( to_T)  To(T ° g(Xo,A o, 0) 
+ qk (r), (3.10d) 
A k (to) • c = 0, (3.10e) 
Ak(To) • ( f (0,  0) + c)  = b k (3.10 0 
Here we have used the notation 
~f fx (r) =-~ (% (rl, ol, 
the other partial derivatives being similarly abbreviated. 
The expressions pk(r), qk(r) are polynomials in 
X 1 (r) . . . . .  Xk - 1 (r), A 1 ( r ) , . . . ,  A k _ 1 (r), 
t l  . . . .  ' tk - 1 and T 1 . . . . .  Tk - 1' with coefficients 
depending on x o (r), X o (r), t o and T o. The b k denote 
constants which are determined recursively through 
previous calculation. They depend upon A o (To) , 
A 1(To) . . . . .  Ak_ 1(To) and ~--(0, 0) . . . . .  ~k-1 f(o,o). 
oek -1  
o f  course, b o = -1. The symbols a k denote the 
coefficient of e k in the finite Taylor series expansion 
of a (e), whose existence is assured by hypothesis (3.5). 
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Remark. We note that for k >/1, U k (r) = 0, as 
U (r, e) is independent of e. 
We would now like to know when the system (3.10) 
can be solved recursively for the Xk(r), Ak(r), t k and 
T k. Assume that Xo(r ),..., Xk_ l(r) ,Ao(r ).... ,Ak_ l(r), 
t o .... ,tk_ 1 and T o .... ,Tk_ 1 have already been deter- 
mined. Let cb (r) denote the fundamental matrix solu- 
tion of the homogeneous linear system dX dr =~(r )x  
for which q5 (0) =I. If we ignore for the moment he 
fact that t k and T k are as yet undetermined, we can use 
the variation of constants formula to solve (3.10a)with 
initial condition (3.10b). The resulting expression 
for X k (r) may then be substituted into equation 
(3.10d). If ~ (r) denotes the fundamental matrix 
solution of the system dA dr  = gA(r)A for which 
(0) = I, then we can again employ the variation 
of constants formula to integrate the resulting equa- 
tion. Our problem is now reduced to determining 
the conditions under which t k and T k can be found 
to satisfy the remaining conditions (3.10c), (3.10e) 
and (3.10t?). At f'trst glance it may seem as though 
t k and T k are greatly overdetermined. This is illusory, 
however. The solution we obtain for (3.10a) and 
(3.10b) contains the undetermined constants t k and 
T k. Thus we have two degrees of freedom with 
which to satisfy (3.10c). This is entirely reasonable, 
when we recall that X k (r) e R 2. Once this has been 
done and the resulting expression (with t k and T k 
now fixed) has been inserted into (3.10d), then (3.10d), 
(3.10e) and (3.10t?) constitute a linear, inhomogen- 
eous two point boundary value problem in Ak(r  ). 
Under appropriate hypotheses, a solution of this 
boundary value problem will exist. Precisely, we 
have the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose hypotheses (3.3), (3.4) and 
(3.5) hold. 
Then the system (3.10) may be solved recursively 
for Xk(r ), Ak( r  ), t k and T k provided 
(3.11) The fundamental matrix solution O(r, to) of 
= fx (r) z for which ~b (t o, to) = I has the property 
that eb (To, to) c and f C 0, 0) + c are not parallel, 
and 
(3.12) The fundamental matrix solution ~(r, to) of 
= gA(r) w for which ~(t  o, to) = I has the property 
that @T(t o, to) (f(O, O) + c) and c are not parallel. 
PROOF. Define 
r ( r -T  o ) r ( r -  to) 
Z k (r) = X k (r) - [to(to _ To) t k + To(To _ t° ~_ Tk ] 
{f(x o (r), 0) + c u o (r)), 
and 
r ( r -T  o) r ( r - to )  
Wk(r) = Ak(r) - [ to(to_To)tk + TO (To - to) Tk] 
(g (x o (r), A o (r), 0)). 
We may note that Zk(r ) is discontinuous at r = to, 
because Uo(r ) is discontinuous there. Let ZI~ (r) 
denote the restriction of Zk(r ) to [0, to], and let 
z~-Cr) denote its restriction to the interval [to, To] . 
We can now readily determine the differential sys- 
tem satisfied by the variables Z~ (r), Z~-(r), Wk(r ) 
from (3.10). We have 
dZ~¢ dX k 2r -T  2r - t  
d~(r )  =~(r ) - [  o tk+ 
to(to-do) To(To 1 2t ,Tk 
{ f(X o (r), O) - c } - [t o (to _ To) t k + To (To- to) 
{ fx (r) } [ f(Xo(r ), 0) - c] = fx(r) Z~(r) + Pk(r), 
r e [0, to], (3.13a) 
with initial condition Z~¢ (0) = a k . 
d + 
Similarly, Zk Z~- (r) (r), -~- - (~)  = fx + Pk 
with compatibility condition at t o 
Z~(to) =-2c  t k + Z~(to) 
(3.13b) 
r e [t o, Tol 
(3.13c) 
(3.13d) 
and terminal condition Z~(To) =-  T k [f(0, 0) + c]. 
(3.13e) 
We also have dWk dr = gx(r) Zk(r) + g(r) Wk(r) + qk(r) ,
(3.130 
subject o the additional requirements 
Wk(to) • c =- t  k g(Xo(to), Ao(to), 0) • c ,(3.13g) 
wkCTo) • (f(0, 0) + c} = bk -T  k g(0,Ao(To), 0) 
• {f(0, 0) + c}. (3.13h) 
J 
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Now, let ~ (r, s) be the fundamental matrix for 
d ZZ = fx (r) Z for which ~ (s, s) = I. Let ~O (r, s) 
dr 
denote the corresponding fundamental matrix for 
~dW= gA(r)W. Then, on [0, to], we have 
dr 
T 
z~(r )= ~(r ,0 )  a k+o f ~5(r,s) Pk(S) ds. 
It follows that on [t o , To], 
t o 
z~(r) = ~ (r, to) [~ (t o, 0) a k + do q~(t°' s) Pk(s)ds 
T 
- 2 c tk] + fro ~ (r, s) Pk (s) ds 
T 
= ~ (r, 0) a k -  2 t k • (r, to) c + f ~(r,  s) Pk(s)ds. 
O 
From the terminal condition (3.13e) we must have 
-T k [f(0, 0) + c] = ~(T o, 0) a k -  2t k qb (To, to ) c 
+ 7~ (T o, s) Pk (s) ds. (3.14) 
O 
This system of two equations in the variables tk and 
T k will have a unique solution whenever the matrix 
whose columns are the vectors 2 • (T o, to)C and 
f(0, 0) + c has non zero determinant. This, in turn, 
will be the case whenever • (T o, to) c and f (0, 0) + c 
are not parallel, which is condition (3.11). 
Having determined Zk(r  ), we turn out attention to 
the two point boundary value problem (3.13f), 
(3.13g), (3.13h). We need only establish sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a solution to that 
problem. Let us introduce the notation < v I , v 2 > 
to denote the dot product of the vectors v I , v 2 e R 2. 
Then boundary condition (3.13g) may be rewritten 
as 
<Wk(to), c > =- tk< g(Xo(to), Ao(to), 0), c>.  
(3.15) 
Observe that the right hand side of (3.15) is com- 
pletely known. Now, on [to, To], we have 
T 
W k( r )=~/ ( r , to )W k( to )+f  @(r,s) 
t o 
[gA (s) Z~'(s) + qk (s)] ds 
At r=To,  we may compute the dot product of both 
sides of this equation with f (0, 0) + c. Rearranging 
terms results in 
But < @ (To, to) Wk(to) , f(0, 0) + c ~> 
= <~ Wk (To) , ~ T (To, to ) (f (0, 0) + c >,  while 
from (3.13h) we see that < W k (To) , f(0, 0) + c ~> 
is known. Hence 
<W k (to), ~k T (T o, to) (f(0, 0) + c)> 
= b k -T  k<g(0 ,  A o (to), 0) f(0, 0) + c> 
To 
- <f  ~ (T o, s) [gACs) Z~ (s) + %(s)]ds, f(0,0) + c> 
t o 
(3.16) 
The two scalar equations (3.15) and (3.16) will have 
a unique solution for the components of Wk(to) 
whenever ~0 T (To, to ) (f (0, 0) + c) is not parallel to 
c; that is, provided those vectors are not parallel we 
can choose an initial condition W k (to) in such a way 
that the boundary value problem (3.13f), (3.13g) 
and (3.13h) has a unique solution. 
It is important o note that we have actually 
established somewhat more than we set out to do. 
We have in fact shown that system (3.10) may be 
solved recursively for Xk, Ak, t k and Tk, provided 
(3.11) and (3.12) are satisfied, for arbitrary choice 
of functions f and g. For our original Control prob- 
lem, however, we have already remarked that g is not 
arbitrary, but is related to f by means of the Hamil- 
tonian function. We have 
g (x, X, e) = -xT  fx (x, e), so that 
gx (x,),, e) = - fx T (x, e). 
It follows that the fundamental matrix solution of 
the system dW dr  = gAW is the same as the fundam- 
ental matrix solution of the system dZ =- fTz .  
d r  x 
The fundamental matrix solution of dZ =- f :  Z, 
dr  
is the inverse of the fundamental matrix solution of 
dz = fT Z. Thus, we have ¢2 T (To, to ) = ¢ -1 (T  o to). 
dr x 
It follows that, for a system (3.10) which arises from 
the control problem (3.1), conditions (3.11) and (3.12) 
are equivalent. We summarize this in the following. 
< ~k (T o, to) W k (to) , f(0, 0) + c > 
=<W k(To), f(0,0) +c> 
T ~ f ~ (To, s)tgA(s)Z~Cs) + qk(s)lds, f(0,0) + c>. t o 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose hypotheses (3.3), (3.4) 
and (3.5) hold. 
Then, if g (x, 2~, e) = - )~T fx (x, e), the system (3.10) 
may be solved recursiveIy for X k (r), Ak(r ), t k and 
T k provided (3.11) holds. 
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4. JUSTIFICATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC EX- 
PANSION 
In this final section we shall sketch a proof which 
demonstrates that the formal procedure as develop- 
ed in section 3 actually yields a uniformly valid 
asymptotic expansion for the variables X (r, e) and 
A (r, e) on [0, To]. 
Definition : We shall say that system (3.8) is form- 
ally solvable if conditions (3.11) and (3.12) hold. 
We now may state 
THEOREM 4.1. Let hypotheses (3.3) and (3.4) hold. 
Further assume that system (3.8) is formally solvable. 
Then there exists some e o > 0 such that for 
0 <<. e < e o there is a unique (K + 1)-times contin- 
uously differentiabIe solution X (r, e), A (r, e), t (e) 
and T(e) of system (3.8). 
Moreover, if Xk(r ), Ak( r  ), t k and T k for 
1 <~ k <~ K denote the solution of system (3.107 then 
K ek + 1), X(r ,e)  =x  o ( r )+ Z X k(r) +0(e  K 
k=l  
K 
A(r 'e )=k°( r )+k=lZ  Ak(r)  ek+0(eK+l ) ,  
(4.1) K 
t(e) = to +kZ___lt k e k + 0 (eK+ 1), 
and K 
T(e) =T O +. Z T ke  k+O(e  K +1) ,  
k=l  
the 0 (e K + 1) holding uniformly on 0 < r < T in 
the first two equations of  (4.17 as e -~ 0 +. 
We do not give a complete proof of Theorem 4.1 
here but provide a sketch indicating the method of 
proof. The proof uses the Banach space version of 
the implicit function theorem. The authors of this 
paper have twice used this technique in establishing 
asymptotic validity in similar situations. The reader 
is referred to Freedman and Kaplan [11] and [12] 
for details. 
SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 
We discuss only the case K = 0. The proof for the 
cases K > 0 follows by applying a standard sort of 
"bootstrap" argument o the case K = 0. 
We begin by letting (r(r), s(r)) lie in a suitably small 
neighborhood of (0, 0) in E 2 x E 2 for 0 g r g T o. 
Then for e ~ 0 we define 
Ef(xo(r ) + e r (r), e ) -  07 f(xo(r), 
F(r,r(r),e)=J . . . .  --~ . . . . .  
/ 
~x (r) r (r) + fe (r) for e = 0, 
for e ~ 0, 
G(r,r(r),s(r),e)= 
g(xo(r )+ e r (r),k~(r)+ es (r), e ) _ ~  
for e#:0, 
~x(r) r (r) ÷ gx(r) s (r) + ge(r) 
for e = 0, 
a (e) - a ° e ¢ O, 
a*(e)  = e 
0 e=0.  
The F, G and a* (e) are continuous at e = 0 +. We 
introduce the auxiliary functions a(r, e) /~(r, e), co(e) 
and o(e) given by 
x (r, e) = x o (r)  + e ~ (z e) 
A (r, e) = X o (r) + e fl (r, e) 
t(e) =t  o+eto(e)  
T(e) =T  O + e o(e).  
These expressions when substituted into (3.8) yield 
the system :
~ (r,e) = F ( r ,a (z ,  e), e) 
2r -T  o 
+ [ to (t o - To) 
2 r - t  
O co(e) + o(e)] 
T o (T O - to) 
× [ f (xo( r  ) + e ~ (r, e), e) + c Uo(r)] 
(4.2a) 
dfl (r, e) = G (r, a(r, e),/3(r, e), e) 
+ [ 2 r -T  o 2r -  t o 
co (e) + 
t o (t o - To) T O (T O - to) 
o(e)] 
× [g (% (r) + e a (r, e), Xo(r) + eflCr, e), e)] 
(4.2b) 
together with the boundary conditions 
a (0, e) = a* (e) (4.2c) 
a (T o, e) = 0 (4.2d) 
c •/3 (to, e) = 0 (4.2e) 
fl(T O ,e ) .  [f(0, e )+c]+ko(To) .  F(T O ,0, e) =0 
(4.20 
For the case K _-0 it would suffice to show that sys- 
tem (4.27 above possesses a continuous bounded sol- 
ution a(r, e),/3(r, e), 6o (e) and o(e) for e sufficient" 
ly small. 
Letting @1 denote a bounded open neighborhood of 
the origin in C[0, T] x C[0, T] and @2 a bounded 
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open neighborhood of  the origin in R 2 then for 
e>0 ( r ( r ) , s  (r)) e® 1 and co(e), o(e) eO 2 we 
consider the system : 
~E (r, e) = F (r, r(r),  e) 
dr  2 r - T o 2r  - t o 
+ [t o (to-To) co (e) + To (T O _ to) 
o(e)]  
x[ f (xo( r  ) + e r(r) ,e)  + c Uo(r)] 
(4.3a) 
aft (r, e) = G (r, r(r), s (r), e) 
dr 
2r  - T o 
+[ to ( t  o -To) 
co(e)+ 2r - t °  
To (T ° -  to)O (e)] 
x [g (Xo(r) + e r (r),X o (r) + e s (r), e)] 
(4.3b) 
together with the boundary conditions 
a (0, e) = a* (e) (4.3c) 
a (T o, e) = 0. (4.3d) 
Additionally we define 
7 (e) = c •/3 (t o, e) (4.4a 7 
A (e) =/3 (To, e 7 • [f(0, e) + c] + ;ko(To) • F (T o, 0, e) 
(4.4b) 
If we insert e_ -0  in (4.3)-(4.4) above and compare 
the resulting equations with (3.10) we see that sys- 1. 
tern (4.3)-(4.4) has (for e = 0) the solution 
a (r) = X 1 (r),/3 (r) = Al(r) ,  7 = 0 and A = 0, 
provided we choose r (r) = X l(r), s (r) = A 1 (r), and 2. 
¢o (e) with co (0) = t 1, o (e 7 with o CO) = T 1. 
Let B denote the Banach space C[0, T] x C[0, T] x R 2. 3. 
It is easily verified that equation (4.3)-(4.47 define 
a continuous and Frechet differentiable map qb from 
an open neighborhood of 0 in Bx[0, eo] into B given 4. 
by 
qb (r, s, co, O, e) = (at, /3, % A). 
We note that for e o sufficiently small then 5. 
(X 1, A 1, t 1, T 1, 0) lies in the domain of  • and 
moreover 
qs(X1, A1 ' t l  ,T1  ' 0) = (X 1 ,A  1, 0 ,0 )  6. 
Letting I denote the mapping of Bx[0, %]  -+ B 
given by I (r, s, co, a, e )= (r, s, 0, 0) we consider 7. 
xI, : Bx [0, %] -+ B given by qs = q~ _ I. 
That is, if at,/3, 7, A denotes the image of  
(r, s, ~a, o, e) under ~,  then 
(r, s, co, o, e) = (~ - r , /3 -  s, "r, A). 
9. 
Clearly xI, is continuous and Frechet differentiable 
and (X1, A1 ' t l  ' T1 ' 0) = 0. 
The remainder of  the proof, whose details we omit, 
amounts to an application of  the Banach space 
implicit function theorem to the function xI,. 
According to the Banach space implicit function 
theorem if it could be shown that the Frechet 
derivative of  xI, at (X1, A1, t l ,  T1, 0) is a topologic- 
al linear isomorphism then we would be assured that 
a continuous bounded solution at (r, e),/3 (r, e), co (e 7 
and o(e) of  the equation q* (a(r, e 7,/~(r, e), co(e), o(e),e 7
= 0 would exist - such a solution would then satisfy 
system (4.2) and would therefore yield a desired 
solution 
x (r, e) = % (r) + e o~ (r, e),  
A (r, e) = X o (r) + e 13 (r, e), 
t (e )=t  o+eco  (e), 
T(e) =T  o +e o(e),  
to system (3.8) completing the proof  in the case 
K=0.  
We remark that the hypothesis that system (3.8) be 
formally solvable can be shown to be entirely 
equivalent o the condition that @ be a topological 
linear isomorphism at (X 1, A1, t l ,  T1, 0). The proof 
of this equivalence is several pages long but follows 
closely the lines of similar proofs in [11] and [12]. 
We omit the details. 
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